
Module 3
You Can’t Do it All



3.1 YOU CAN’T DO IT ALL

artist feature: @bydawnnicole

Dawn has recently started selecting a specific colour palette to use each month - and I 
love the idea that taking away some of the decision making required in order to create can 
enhance creative flow, not limit it.

bydawnnicole.com

creative prompt: just start somewhere

It’s time to start making some style choices.

Reality is, you can’t do it all. You can totally learn pretty much any specific lettery style. You 
can learn copperplate calligraphy, or how to create hyper-realistic 3d style lettering. But 
you’re going to struggle if you spread yourself thin and try and do all the things, particularly if 
you try and do them all at once!

So, we’re going to pick through some specific questions over the course of this module and 
the following one, to create an overview of the types of things you’d like to create, and build 
a picture of ‘you’.

You don’t have to lock yourself into any of these decisions, but I think that making them 
is a super helpful place to start so that you don’t feel overwhelmed by all the possibilities. 
As we go through each question, lean into which one feels good, make some notes in the 
workbook, or in a journal, so that we can refer back to them in future modules.

https://www.instagram.com/bydawnnicole/
http://bydawnnicole.com


3.2 SIMPLE OR INTRICATE?

artist feature: @ianbarnard

Ian creates incredibly intricate pieces with so much detail it blows my mind. He works with 
a wide range of tools, in a wide range of style, so impressive!

www.ianbarnard.net

creative prompt: choose beauty

Are you the sort of person who delights in spending hours working on a single lettering 
piece?

Or do you prefer to keep it simple, move quickly, and then onto the next thing?

Neither is better or worse than the other here. There’s beautiful art in both places.

After listening to today’s audio, pop some thoughts below about whether you’re leaning 
towards simple, or intricate.

https://www.instagram.com/ianbarnard/
http://www.ianbarnard.net/


3.3 STRUCTURE OR FLOW?

artist feature: @emmakateco

Emma was one of the artists whose work I adored very early on in my own lettering 
journey. I love her simple, flowy style. To me, there’s incredible beauty in all she creates.

www.emmakateco.com

creative prompt: let it flow

Are you into the highly structured things? Rules, guidelines, perfectly even spacing.

Or do you love organic flow. The weird inconsistencies that come from the human hand 
creating art.

After listening to today’s audio, pop some thoughts below about whether you’re leaning 
towards structure, or flow.

https://www.instagram.com/emmakateco/
https://www.emmakateco.com/


3.4 SHORT OR LONG?

artist feature: @beccaclason

Becca creates incredible tactile lettering - lettering made from all kinds of amazing things, 
food, toothpaste, and also creates stop-motion videos of her lettering. Your lettering 
doesn’t have to be limited to just on the page!

www.beccaclason.com

creative prompt: tell your story

When you reflected in the previous module on the type of voice you want to express via 
your art, what sort of content were you leaning towards? Short phrases, maybe even single 
words? Or longer passages?

Certain styles will lean themselves more towards shorter pieces, others towards long. It’s 
helpful to have a sense of where you’re hoping to head.

After listening to today’s audio, pop some thoughts below about whether you’re leaning 
towards short or long lettery things.

https://www.instagram.com/beccaclason/
https://www.beccaclason.com/


3.5 YOUR WORDS OR SOMEONE ELSE’S?

artist feature: @stefankunz

Stefan is incredibly well-known in lettery circles, so I’d be kind of surprised if you haven’t 
encountered him before. Stefan is a great example of building an audience with a lot of 
lettery content that is other people’s words - with his unique voice woven in.

stefankunz.com

creative prompt: use your voice

Similar to the previous module, the type of content you plan to share is helpful in informing 
the style that you head towards.

After listening to today’s audio, pop some thoughts below about whether you’re leaning 
towards lettering your own words or someone else’s.

https://www.instagram.com/stefankunz/
http://stefankunz.com/

